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Water = a key concern of citizens
Results of a March 2014 opinion poll

++

Water pollution - the second most
common concern
at European level,
after air pollution:
Highest share of
people worried in
- Finland (67%),
- Greece (64%),
- Sweden (64%),
- Latvia (61%).
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aspirations and impacts
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Our waters: diversity of regions,
shared waters across Europe ...
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Shared waters in your countries

Source: World Bank, Danube Water Programme and IAWD, ‘Water and wastewater services
in the Danube region. A state of the sector‘ (Vienna May 2015)
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EU water policy and legislation:
key components

• Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive;
• Drinking Water Directive;
• Nitrates Directive;
• Water Framework Directive (and its ‘twin sister’,
the Marine Strategy Framework Directive);
• Analysis and outlook: Blueprint 2012.
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EU water legislation
Geographical scope of application
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Urban Waste Water
Directive
Principles,
objectives,
key challenges
in implementation
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Key terms for your planning (and budget):
(1) “agglomeration”: Where is action (collection and
treatment) required?

• ‘agglomeration’
means an area
where population
and/or economic
activities are
sufficiently
concentrated for
urban waste water
to be collected and
conducted to an
urban waste water
treatment plant or
to a final discharge
point.
• Agglomeration ≠
political entity !

Art.
2(4)
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Key terms for your planning (and budget):
(2) “sensitive areas”

“natural freshwater lakes,
other freshwater bodies,
estuaries and coastal waters
which are found to be
eutrophic or which in the near
future may become eutrophic if
protective action is not
taken; ...
surface freshwaters intended
for the abstraction of drinking
water which could contain
more than 50 mg/l nitrate (=
limit value for drinking water)
if action is not taken.“

Designation  level
of treatment:
In the catchment of
sensitive areas
additional nutrient
removal; outside
such catchments
normal biological
treatment.
Correct designation
is mandatory.
Art.5
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Annex
II

Waste water collection (sewerage)
Art.
3

• For all agglomerations >2000 p.e.
• However, exceptions from the rule of collection
are possible through individual systems or other
appropriate systems, but only if these
alternatives achieve the same level of
environmental protection as the ”collection“
option.
• Mandatory criteria for collecting systems
(design, construction and maintenance;
limitation of pollution from combined sewer
overflows).
Annex
I.A
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Level of treatment
Discharges into coastal waters:
• <10000 p.e.: appropriate treatment (i.e.
satisfying good status downstream);
• >10000 p.e.: secondary treatment (BOD5,
COD), or tertiary treatment (nutrient
removal) for discharges into sensitive areas
and their catchments.

Art.7

Art.4

Discharges into freshwaters and
estuaries
• <2000 p.e.: appropriate treatment (i.e.
satisfying good status downstream);
• >2000 p.e.: secondary treatment (BOD5, Art.5
COD);
• >10000 p.e. secondary treatment (BOD5,
COD), or tertiary treatment (nutrient
removal) for discharges into sensitive
areas and their catchments. water.europa.eu

Table
1

Table
2

Sensitive areas:
Eutrophication Europe-wide

Source: European Commission Joint Research Centre
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Sensitive areas:
Eutrophication Adriatic Sea

Source: European Commission Joint Research Centre
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Sensitive areas
• ... either designation,
regular monitoring
and review of
sensitive areas,
• or application of the
more stringent
treatment to the
whole territory of the
country.
Note: The whole catchment of the Danube
river basin is now agreed to be the
catchment of a sensitive area.
Source: European Commission Report
August 2013
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Urban Waste Water Directive
More stringent treatment: options
Option “compliance for each
individual plant >10000 p.e.“

Maximum effluent
concentrations
(table 2, column 2)

Legal basis:
Article 5(3)

Minimum pollution
reduction
(table 2, column 3)

Option “catchment approach compliance for all plants >2000
p.e. in the catchment“

Minimum overall pollution
reduction: ≥75% reduction for
total nitrogen and ≥75% reduction
for total phosphorus

Legal basis:
Article 5(4)
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Industrial waste water
discharged into urban systems
Article 11 and annex I.C

 Industrial waste waters, if not properly pretreated, may seriously damage construction
materials, endanger staff and pose a threat to
performance of treatment plants;
 Obligation for permit or prior regulation;
 Obligation where necessary for pre-treatment,
 to protect health of maintenance staff,
 to prevent damageto collection and treatment
infrastructure;
 to prevent negative impacts on waste water
treatment process and sludgewater.europa.eu
treatment.
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Urban Waste Water Directive

Criteria for waste water treatment (articles 4, 5, 6 and 7,
and annex I.B – tables 1 and 2)
• Standard minimum treatment: As a rule secondary
treatment (= treatment by a process generally involving
biological treatment with a secondary settlement or other
process, and complying with the requirements of table 1 of
Annex I;
• More stringent treatment: All discharges of agglomerations
>10000 p.e. into catchments of sensitive areas, complying
with the requirements of table 2 of Annex I;
• Appropriate treatment (= meeting ‘good status’ in the
receiving water): For agglomerations <2000 (freshwaters
and estuaries) and <10000c p.e. (coastal waters)
respectively, where there is an existing collecting system;
• Exception: primary treatment for discharges into less
sensitive areas. Subject to specific Commission approval;
between 1991 and 2014 only one such approval has ever
been granted (Estoril, Portugal).
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Urban Waste Water Directive
Deadlines for compliance (1)
• Standard deadlines apply to 15 Member States
including the 1995 enlargement:
1998/2000/2005;
• 2004 enlargement (CY, CZ, EE, HU, LT, LV, MT,
PL, SI, SK): staged transition period up to
2015;
• 2007 enlargement (BG, RO): up to 2015/2018;
• 2013 enlargement (Croatia): staged transition
periods until 2023;
• 2014 Mayotte (now overseas department of
France, EU law applies there from 1.1.2014):
staged transition periods until 2027, with
the implementation programme due by 2014.
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Waste water collection and treatment
Implementation EU-wide

Compliance with articles 3 (collection)
; 4 (standard treatment)
and 5 (more stringent treatment)

For Cyprus and Latvia, treatment plants were not operational at the time of reporting;
consequently a value of zero is shown. However, in the meantime major progress has been
achieved.
Source: European Commission Report August 2013
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Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive
Points to bear in mind

Directive is indispensable for complying with the WFD;
does not prescribe technology: any technology
delivering on the objective is allowed, thus allowing
and promoting innovation.
Treatment plants require space, and an adequate
location (e.g. not close to housing areas, hospitals …).
They need to be integral part of local spatial
planning.
Directive does not prescribe ‘decentralised’ or
‘centralised’. However, your utilities structure must be
such to ensure cost-efficient operation. For financial
and funding considerations an assessment of different
options is required. Private investors envisaged ? 
check ‘State Aid’ ...
or ...
or
water.europa.eu

Drinking Water Directive
 Scope: all drinking water supply systems serving
more than 50 people; water from bottles, tankers
and containers; water used in food-processing
industry;

Annex
I
Art.4,
5,6

 Binding drinking water quality standards
(microbiological and chemical parameters);
 Regular quality monitoring, and remedial action in
case of problems revealed;
 Information of consumers on quality of their
drinking water;

Art.
2+3

Art.
7+8

Art.13

 Protection of resources through specific protection
under the Water Framework Directive.
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WFD
art.7

Drinking water quality
at the tap: limit values
Microbiological parameters
2 parameters with mandatory values
Parameter

Annex
I.A

Value (number / 100 ml)

Escherichia coli (E. Coli)

0

Enterococci

0

Chemical parameters
26 chemical parameters with mandatory values, from A
like acryamide to V like vinylchloride ...; examples:
Parameter
Nitrates

Value
50 mg/l

Pesticide (each individual)

0.1 micrograms/l

Pesticides (total)

0.5 micrograms/l

Lead

10 micrograms/l
water.europa.eu

Annex
I.B

Drinking Water Directive
Points to bear in mind

Directive does not prescribe technology how to achieve
quality standards (e.g. disinfection): any technology
delivering on the objective is allowed.
Specific threats to drinking water quality are pesticides
and nitrates pollution from agricultural sources: EU
legislation (Nitrates Directive, Water Framework
Directive, Pesticides legislation) provides for specific
protection for those waters used for drinking water
supply, or in the future intended for such use.
No formal obligation for public drinking water supply
everywhere; only if there is a supply, obligations apply;
this is important to assess your legal obligations at the
start of accession negotiations vs your national
commitments and political expectations (≠ waste
water, where there is an EU obligation for collection
and treatment for settlements >2000 inhabitants /
p.e.).
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Nitrates Directive

(Directive concerning the protection of waters against pollution caused by nitrates from agricultural sources)

• Agriculture is, together
with waste water, the
key source of water
pollution; it does not
have a long tradition of
regulation, rather of
exemptions …
 Directive applies to all
waters; integrated into
plans & programmes)
under the WFD;
• Designation of nitrate vulnerable zones triggering
two levels of activity – mandatory measures and
restrictions in areas with a nitrate problem or
possible problem, and voluntary measures
outside these areas.
water.europa.eu

Key term for your planning: Art.3

Annex
I

“nitrate vulnerable zones”
“surface freshwaters ... which
Designation 
contain or could contain, if no
mandatory measures:
remedial action is taken, more
periods with ban on
than 50 mg/l nitrates;
of fertilisation;
groundwaters which contain
minimum storage
more than 50 mg/l nitrates or
capacity for livestock
could contain more than 50
manure; land
mg/l nitrates if no remedial
application limited to
action is taken;
natural freshwater lakes, other max 170 kg N / ha.yr,
and based on balance
freshwater bodies, estuaries,
between crops
coastal waters and marine
nitrogen needs and
waters which are found to be
nitrogen supply (soil
eutrophic or in the near future
and fertilisation).
may become euthropic if no
remedial action is taken.”
water.europa.eu

Nitrate vulnerable zones

Sources:
European Commission Report
2013;
Draft Danube River Basin
Management Plan 2015.
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Where do we stand? (1)

Percentage of samling points per Member State <25, 25-40,
40-50,>50 mg/l
Green <25 mg/l; yellow 25-40 mg/l; orange 40-50 mg/l; red >50 mg/l.

water.europa.eu
Source:
European Commission Report 2013

Where do we stand? (2)

Groundwater nitrate conventrations in Member State <25, 2540, 40-50, >50 mg/l

water.europa.eu
Source: European Commission
Report 2013

Nitrates Directive
Points to bear in mind

Contrary to waste water, this is not about
large-scale infrastructure and related costs;
Monitoring data as the starting point. Where
data show a nitrates/eutrophication problem,
vulnerable zones have to be designated.
Choice between individually designated zones
and action programmes for the whole country
(regional specifications possible); may entail
considerable advantages: less bureaucracy
and monitoring for re-designation; same
conditions for all farmers); example Ireland;
Zones and programmes to be integrated into
the WFD; specific additional protection for
drinking water resources (groundwaters and
water.europa.eu
surface waters).

Water Framework Directive (WFD)
The flagship of EU water legislation
• Scope: all waters (rivers, lakes, groundwaters, coastal
waters), and all human impacts;
• Objective: obligation to achieve/maintain good water
quality; specific protection for drinking water sources;
• Cooperation: obligation to cooperate in shared river basins,
and not to live at your neighbours expense;
• ‘Good status’ comprehensively defined: for surface waters
in terms on biological, physico-chemical and
hydromorphological parameters; for groundwaters in terms
of quantity and chemistry;
• Combined approach of emission control for major pollution
sources, and quality standards;
• Mandatory public consultation and participation;
• Plans and programmes for achieving good status were for
EU27 by 22.12.2009; EU-wide report has been published
end-2012;
• Economic elements supporting environmental objectives:
pricing policy for water-related services to be based on cost
recovery.
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One management frame
for all water-related legislation
Drinking Water
Directive

Bathing
Water
Directive

Industrial
Emissions
Directive
IPPC

Daughter Dir.
Priority Subst.

Daughter Dir.
Groundwater

Water
Framework
Directive

Floods
Directive
Nitrates
Directive
Pesticides
legislation

Initiative
Water Scarcity
and Droughts

Urban Waste
Water Treatment
Directive
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Water Framework Directive
“Good status”
“Good water status”
• for surface waters defined by biological, chemical
and hydromorphological parameters
(comprehensive definitions beyond the two
words ‘good status’ in annex V);
• for groundwaters defined by water quantity (=
balance between abstractions and natural
recharge) and chemical parameters.
• “Good status” is derived from high status (i.e.
largely unaffected), and specified along regional
and water type characteristics, to allow
comparability whilst addressing regional etc
characteristics.
water.europa.eu

River basin management plans in place
September 2015
River basin
management
plans adopted;
Small parts of
plans missing:
7 islands in
Spain, 1 island in
Greece)

Source:
European Commission 2015
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Water Framework Directive
implementation: expected status of
waters as per 2015
Ecological status
(surface waters)

Chemical status
(surface and groundwaters)

Source: European Commission Report 2012
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‘Blueprint’ – analysis and outlook
Package of several interlinked parts
• Communication “A Blueprint to
Safeguard Europe’s Water Resources“;
• Report “Implementation of the Water
Framework Directive – River Basin
Management Plans“;
• Report “Review of the EU Strategy on
Water Scarcity and Droughts“ ;
• Impact Assessment;
• ‚Fitness-Check‘ for key elements of EU
water legislation (Water Framework
Directive, Urban Waste Water
Treatment Directive, Nitrates
Directive, Floods Directive);
• European Environment Agency
publication of reports on water and
water.europa.eu
water protection.

Blueprint – six lines of action

1. Land use and the ecological
status of EU waters: problems
and solutions;
2. Chemical status and pollution of
EU waters: problems and
solutions;
3. EU water efficiency: problems
and solutions;
4. Vulnerability of EU waters:
problems and solutions;
5. Cross-cutting solutions;
6. Global aspects.
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Blueprint – summary:
no new waves of law …
• With few exceptions no new regulation
proposed, but measures for better and more
efficient implementation of existing provisions,
plus better funding;
• New regulation only proposed in two cases
where gaps have been identified which can only
be addressed by complementing the existing
legal framework:
- Criteria for (waste) water re-use for
irrigation and industrial purposes;
- Water-efficient water appliances and
installations in new buildings (in analogy to
the energy-efficiency provisions for new
buildings in Directive 2010/31/EU).
water.europa.eu
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/blueprint/index_en.htm

Accession negotiations, the law
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Accession negotiations, practice
Application  COM recommendation to Council to open
negotiations (with or without conditions to be complied
with first)  Council mandate to COM to negotiate,
usually by individual chapters such as ‘environment’.
Screening (detailed examination COM & Candidate
Country) by chapter  Screening Report to Council,
with conclusions recommending to open formal
negotiations (directly or after certain conditions have
first been complied with).
Before start of negotiations: position papers by
Candidate Country (‘Negotiation position’) and by
Council (‘Common Position’)  Negotiations by chapter
 COM recommendation to Council on closing of
chapter  Council decision to close a chapter.
Negotiations finalised once all chapters are closed.
water.europa.eu

Example for opening negotiations
12.10.2011 Commission Opinion on Serbia's application for membership of the
European Union
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Example for closing negotiations
12.10.2011 Commission Opinion on the application for accession to the European
Union by the Republic of Croatia

Following agreement by Commission, Council and EP, the
draft Treaty
- has to be signed by the Candidate Country and all existing
Member States; and
- has then to be ratified by Candidate Country and all Member
States (according to their internal constitutional rules);
water.europa.eu
- after these steps the Treaty will be binding.

Property ownership and
administrative organisation
• Sound utilities structure will be a ‘must’.
However, whether your water is delivered
by a public body (municipality, regional
body), by a private operator or … is your
national choice.
• Across Europe, there are basically three
approaches: property and operation in
public hands; property public, operation
outsources on a contractual basis; and
property and operation in private hands.
However, use of these options is not
equally distributed EU-wide (e.g. complete
privatisation in England and Wales only).
• Involvement of a private company should
entail a check whether EU funding or
national funding might be State Aid (which
is as a rule prohibited under article 107ff of
the TFEU Lisbon Treaty).
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Some final thoughts on your
country’s accession approach
++

• Make your assessment of the status quo: drinking
water quality; waste water collection & treatment
in settlements >2000; quality of your rivers,
lakes, groundwaters;
• Compare status quo with your future obligations
under EU law;
• Never hesitate to ask questions – to Commission,
to countries just ‘in’; make intensive use of the
‘screening’ phase;
• Assess time and costs to close gaps; start your
accession negotiations with your sound and
realistic basis (both on environmental objectives
and financial needs);
• For ‘infrastructure-heavy’ legislation (e.g.
UWWTD) sound transition periods should be part
of negotiations.
water.europa.eu

Thank you for your attention.
This presentation reflects the views of the author only. Reprint or reuse permitted and encouraged if source is
acknowledged.
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